
The Emerging Leader Ascent is 
an enjoyable and impactful way 
to nurture and support your 
emerging managers as they 
grow as people leaders.

This program will empower 
them to be successful while 
helping them feel valued.

Our program helps new and emerging millennial managers understand, 
process, and practice:

Building cohesive and inclusive teams
Holding others accountable
Giving their direct reports honest, helpful feedback
Developing members of their team
Aligning their teams’ goals with the broader objectives of the department/organization
Communicating in a clear, direct, and effective way

We help new managers become 
leaders worth following.

Not your standard corporate training.
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The Emerging Leader 
Ascent has been compared 
to some of today’s top 
executive coaching 
programs, which typically 
start at 3–5 times the cost. 

Price
An experienced, dedicated 
coach guides each group, 
leading discussions, 
meaningful conversations, 
& experiential 
learning activities.

Professional
coaching

We strategically match 
participants with a small 
group of  high-performing 
peers. Group members 
support one another 
throughout the experience.

Peer-based 
learning Outcomes

People who finish the 
program bring a new level 
of confidence, efficiency, 
preparedness, skill, and 
excitement to their 
organizations and teams. 

Do you want to provide more support to 
your employees?

Lead Belay’s Emerging Leader Ascent is a transformative peer-based leadership 
development experience that’s entirely remote and entirely affordable.



"I think it's fantastic to have 
an opportunity to connect 
with like-minded people, but 
with different backgrounds. I 
didn't have to sugar-coat 
things. People saw me really 
be myself." – Sonny W.

“It was hands down the best leadership 
development program I've been through 
in my career. It's the first one that I 
walked away with useful things that I can 
actually use in my day to day." – Tamar G.

“It was a transformational experience 
for me... You were able to pull people 
together from different parts of the 
world and get them to open up and 
share what they're facing. It was very 
powerful." – Steve G.

Help your managers achieve their potential while helping your organization 
achieve its goals.

What participants (”Belayers”) are saying
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“You get to know people 
quite quickly and have this 
intimate space of trust."
– Natalie F.

“It's a great program…I walked 
away with a lot of tools that 
really help." – Kenny A.

Your emerging managers want more help. 
Now you can give it to them.

Get started with Lead Belay

@Lead_Belay/leadbelay+1 (720) 513-7669LeadBelay.com


